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A Note on the Theory of Degree of Mapping
in Euclidean Spaces
By Mitio NAGUMO
1. Introduction
In a Japanese brochure we have established a theory of degree of
mapping, at first for mappings in finite dimensional Euclidean spaces,
which is based on the theory of infinitesimal analysis, and then extended
it for a kind of mappings in Banach spaces0.
But an essential difficulty lies in the proof of the continuity of the
degree of mapping for differentiable mapping in Euclidean spaces.
Recently M. Kneser has given an interesting theorem on the dependence
of functions [2], to which the theorem of Sard on the critical values
lies very close [5]. A special case of the theorem of Sard and Kneser
concerning mapping of (ra +l)-dimensional Euclidean open set into
ra-dimensional Euclidean space, combined with an idea of Birkhoff and
Kellogg used for the theory of invariant points [1], affords us another
way of the proof of the continuity of the degree of mapping, which we
want to give in this note.
In § 2 we shall give a proof of the above mentioned special case of
the theorem of Sard and Kneser. In § 3 we give the definition of the
degree of mapping for differentiable mappings of class C2 and prove its
continuity. In § 4 will be given its extension to continuous mapping of
bounded open sets in Euclidean spaces.
Let #=(α?lt ••• 9xm} be a point of an ra-dimensional Euclidean space
Em. A function f(x) defined on an open set in Em is called of class Cp,
if every p-th partial derivatives of / exists and is continuous. We use
the notation 3
χ
.f or dj for the partial derivatives 3//3#ί and dfrf for
d 2 f / d x i ' d x j . Mapping means always a continuous mapping and a mapping
7 is called of class C*9 if every component of /(#) is a function of
class Cp.
2. Auxiliary theorem
Theorem 1. Let Dm+1 be an open set in Em+l, and f be a mapping
of Dm+1 into Em of class C2. Let Bf be the point set in Em defined by
1) Essentially the same treatise is also published in Am. Jour. Math. 73 (1951), [3J [4].
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(1) B?=fy: y=/(a?), α e Z ? " 1 * 1 , Rank (3J) ^  rj .
measure of B? ^in ^  = 0 , if r<^m.
To prove this we use the following
Lemma. Let f be a mapping of Dm+l into Em of class C2.
Then,
( 2 ) measure of B$^
n Rm^ = 0 .
Proof: First we assume that m:>2. Let A be the subset of Dm+l
defined by A = \x : d
x
f = 0}, and Q = {# : at ^  xl ^ βt (/=,ι, ... ,™-M) 1
(&—«,= Z) be any (m + l)-dimensional cube in Dm+l. Then || f ( x f } - f ( x } \\
m
<M\\x'-x\\l+1v for any a?eΛ A Q and α 'eQ, where M is a definite
constant. Divide Q into rcm+1 equal small cubes Q^ — [x : ^^xt
^/3?°(ι =ι,...,ι»f-f-i)Kftv)-αίv) = Z/»). Then,
measure of /(Q^) ^  Mm(l/ri?m , if Qiw)Λ^ Φ { 1 3 ) ^
Therefore
measure of f(A
 A Q) ^  nm+lMm(l/n?m < (Ml*}m/n .
Thus for tt->oo we get: measure of /(AAQ)=0. As /(A) — βj1 can be
covered by an enumerable number of such f(A^Q\ we obtain: measure
of β™ = 0.
Now let it be m= 1 and let A
λ
 be the subset of D2 defined by
( 3 ) AX = \x : dj = 0 for all ί, 9^/ φ 0 for some i, 1 .
Then
( 4 ) measure of /(^ι)(in El) = 0 .
Because: Let #° be any point of A
τ
 and i,j be such indices that
S^/(>0)ΦO. Putting 3J(x)=φ(x) we have a^(a?0)=|=0. Let us suppose
^ = 2. Then there exists a neighborhood U of #° such that for any point
x = (Xι,x2}£U, which satisfies 93(0?) = 0, holds the relation #2 = ψO'ι)»
where ψ(xj is a function of class C1. Then for α?€A l A17 we have
where /*(#ι) is a function of class C1. Hence
,
 A J7) C » : » = /*(*ι) , (*ι , ψ(*ι)) € J7 , ax/* = 0
2) II / ! !»== Max |/< | , || * j|
 TO+ι - Max \xt \.l^ί^m l^i^fn + l
3) { } means the empty set.
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But we can easily prove
measure of [y : y = /*(a?l)i a^^ol -.n=0.I 3(m /i1)
Thus
( 5 ) measure of f(A
ιr
\ϋ) == 0 .
As /(AΊ) can be covered by an enumerable number of such f(Al r\ 17),
we obtain (4).
Now let A0 be the subset of D
2
 defined by
(6) A 0 = { α : a«/ = 0, aj,/ = 0 for al i i , ;]-
Then
( 7 ) measure of /(A0)(in E1) = 0 .
Because : Let Q = [x : at ^xt <βt c<βl, 2) } (/3. -α. = ϋ) be an arbitrary
quadrate in D2 and divide Q into n2 small quadrates Q?° as in the first
part of the proof. Then for any given £>0 there exists a natural
number n such that the inequality
holds for any x e Q?°A A0, α' e Qiw). Therefore
measure of /(Q?})< 6(W , if Q^AΛ0 Φ f } .
Hence; measure of /(QAA0)<^2£(//™)2==<?i2. But, as 6 is arbitrarily
small and /(Λ0) can be covered by an enumerable number of such
f(Qr\A0\ we obtain (7). From (3), (4), (6) and (7) we get (2), since
Proof of Theorem 1. Let A
r
 be the subset of Dm+1 defined by
A
r
 = \x : Rank (3J) = rl .
Then by Lemma we have; measure of /(A0) = 0. We shall prove by
mathematical induction that
measure of /(A
r
) — 0 for r<^m.
We assume that Theorem 1 holds for 0<Lr<^k—I. Let x° be any point
of Ak9 then a^/a?
0) ΦO for some i 9 j 9 and without loss of generality we
can assume that i=m +1, = m. Then by the theory of implicit functions,
there exists a neighborhood U of x° such that through the relation
#TO+1 can be expressed in the form
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%
m+ι = ψΌ»ι. ... .»«,» y) >
where ψ{#, y) is a function of class C2. Thus for x e £7
Λ O) = ΛOΊ, ... , a?*, 'ψΌtfi, ... , a?
m
, ?/)) = /fOi, ... , a?TO, y) ,
where /£(#, ?/) is a function of class C2. But
( 8 ) Rank (a*,/< j ΐ j ;;; ;£+1) = Rank (dxjff , a,/* j=l, ...,
-Rank
since
/ X p*jff,d,ffi=l,...,m-l
djcjff , d,ff *=}, ... ,m ) = j-i, ... -^
\ i=*,...,ml \ 0 1
Now let B*m~\y} CE'"'^ be defined (for each fixed ?/) by
*?m-W - ^  : & = /*(», ?/) , (α?f ψ ) 6 ?7 , Rank (θ,/*) - rj .
Then by our hypothesis
( 9 ) measure of Bf m"\y} = 0 for Q^r<k-l .
But by (8)
measure of /(A f c AC7)— I measure of B^"\y)dy .
Hence by (9); measure of /(A
λ
.AZ7) = 0. As /(Afc) can be covered by
an enumerable number of such f(AkΓ\U\ we get
measure of f(Ak) = 0 .
This completes our proof.
Corollary 1. // / is a mapping of an m -dimensional open set Dm
into Em of class C2, then
measure of \y : y = f(x) , det (3J) = OJ = 0 °.
Proof: Let us define a mapping /* of Dm+1 = DmxEl into Em by
/*(a?lf ... , α?w, a?w+1) = /(a?lf ... , a?TO). Then
Rank (θ^Λ 1=1, .... «) = Rank\ J = L ...,m/
Thus Corollary 1 holds by Theorem 1.
4) Corollary 1 remains valid even when / is of class C*. Cf. Nagumo
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?. Degree of mapping for mapping of class C2
Let D be a bounded open set in Em and / be a mapping of D (the
closure of D) into Em of class C2. The set of all critical values of / on
D, i.e., the set
is called the crease of /. Let α be a point of Em, which lies neither on
f(D—D} nor on the crease of /. Then, by a theorem on implicit functions,
the equation /(α?) = α has only isolated solutions. As a£f(ϊ)—D}9 the
set \x: /(α?) = α} has no accumulation point on £>— Zλ Therefore there
are only a /miέβ number of points x 6 D such that /(α?) = α. Let p be
the number of points x for which f(x) = α and det (a^/) > 0 hold, and
q be the number of those x for which f(x) — α and det (9Z/) <[ 0 hold.
Then we call the integer p— q the degree of mapping of D at a by /,
and denote it by
A[α,Z>,/] (=p-q).
As is easily seen, we have
mTheorem 2. For eαc/i £(0<i£<Il) te£ /, 6e α mapping of D into E
such that ft(x) is a function of class C2 in (tf α?) for O^t^l, x£
Let a be a point of Em such that
(1) α £/,(£-/?) /or O ^ t ^ l ,
and a is neither on the crease of f
ϋ
 nor on that of f l f then we have
Proo/ : Let K be the set in Em defined by
(2) K=[y: y = ft(x}> Q<t<l, xeD, Rank (daft, a,Λ)<m| .
Then by Theorem 1,
( 3 ) measure of K = 0 .
At first let us suppose that a £ K. Then by (1) and (2) there are
at most a finite number of curves E
v
 : x = %(s), t = τ(s) (for the para-
meter s is taken the arc length of (£
v
) in E^lt) defined by the equation
( 4 )
which are smooth and without multiple point because of
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( 5 ) Rank (d
x
ft, 3f/f) = m along (£v .
We determine the orientation of (£
v
 in such a way that
(6) det
The values of %'(s) and r'(β) at each point of (£y will be determined by
(6) and
'
2 6)
Then
( 8 ) sign of τ'(s) = sign of det (9Jt) along (£, .
Because :
xf ί) == det  det a Λ (by
Hence by (6) we get (8). Thus, for ί = 0 or t = 1, A [α, Z), Λ] equals
just the algebraic sum of the numbers of intersections of the hyperplane
t — 0 or t — 1 by the curves (£
v
 , taken positive or negative after the
sense of intersection (the sign of τ') Each & is simply closed or runs
from one of the two hyperplanes t= 0 and t = l to the same or another
one of them without touching D— D (by (1)). Namely we have 4
possible cases for each K
v
 :
i) (£
v
 is a simply closed curve.
ii) K
v
 runs from one of the two hyperplanes t=Q and t=l to the
same one.
iii) (£
v
 runs from the hyperplane t = 0 to the hyperplane t — 1.
iv) (£
v
 runs from the hyperplane t — 1 to the hyperplane t = 0.
In the first two cases, i) and ii), (£
v
 has no effect on A[a,D,ft'] for
t = 0 and t = 1. Let p be the number of (£
v
 of the case iii), and q be
the number of K
v
 of the case iv). Then we have
A [α, D, /0] - A [α, D, A] = p-q .
5) ΛK/ϊ.-/?.)
6) The values of A/ and τ' are as follows: */ = Λ f c / | Δ | , r/ = Δβ / j Δ | , where
A, =,(-!)-*« det (3^ Blft/ί/'J.•-*), Δ, - det (3^/; ;;};;;;;3 and |Δ | -
St?i Δl+ Δ l ^ τhe determinant on the left side of (6) is equal to |Δ|(>0).
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Thus the theorem is proved for the case a
Now we consider the case a£K. Since a£ft(D—D\ a is not a
critical value of ft for t = 0, 1 and the critical sets of f0 and f1 are
closed in D9 there exists a neighborhood U of a such that Z7 is free from
the critical values of /0 and fλ , and
( 9 ) E7A /,(£-£>) = { \ (vMU).
As the measure of K is 0, there exists a point α' in U—K. Put
(10) αOO = (l-Φ+«*' for O^s^l.
Then
(11) A [αOO, D, /
v
] - A [0, A /
v
-αOO] (v-o, D .
For such x that f^(χ) = a(s) (Q<s<l) (
v
-.o,i), we have
Rank (a»(/
v
-<s)) , a.(/
v
-α(*))) = Rank (d,f
v
 , a'(s)) = m
 (v=of D .
Therefore, by the first part of the proof, taking /
v
— α(s). instead of /, ,
we have by (10)
A [0, A /
v
-α] - A [0, A /
v
-α'] (V=o,i) ,
hence by (11)
(12) A[a,D,f] = A \a/9 D, / J (v^o, 1) .
But as a' £ K, by the first part of the proof, we have
A[a'9D,f0] = A[a',D9fl].
Then by (12) we obtain ( * ). The proof is thus complete.
Corollary 2. Let f be a mapping of D into Em of class C2 and a
be a point of Em such that a£f(D—D). Let alf α2 be any two points
of Em, which are not critical values of f and such that
|αίr-α|<dist(α f/(β-Z)))(v=ι f2) 7)
Then
Alal9D,ft = A[a2,D,ft.
Proof : Put α(t) = (1 -ί)α,. + ta2(Q <t<l\ then
A [α(0, D, /] - A [0, D, /-
and Ojί/(JO-Z?)-α(ί) for O^t^l. Thus Corollary 2 follows from
Theorem 1.
7) \af -a\ is the distance between a and a'.
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Remark: By virtue of Corollary 2 we can define A[α,Z>, /] even
when a is a critical valve of f, provided that a £ f ( ΐ ) — D ) . Indeed we
have only to define
A[α.Z> f/] = A[α',A/].
where α' is any point of Em not on the crease of / and such that
I af -a |< dist (α, f(D -/>)) .
The existence of such a' is assured by the fact that the measure of the
crease of / is 0 (by Corollary 1).
A[a, D, /] being thus defined we have :
Theorem 3. Theorem 2 holds even if a is a critical value of
f (v=o,i)
4. Degree of mapping for general case
Now let F be a continuous mapping of D (D is a bounded open set
in Em) into E™ and a be a point of Em such that a£F(D~D\
Definition. Let f be any mapping of D into Em of class C2 such that
\f(x)-F(x)\<άist(a,F(D-Dy) for xeϊ).
Then we define the degree of mapping of D at a by F by
A[α,AF] = A[α,A/].
To legitimize this definition we use the following :
Theorem 4. Let /
v
(v=o, l) be mappings of D into Em of class C2
such that
Then
Proof: Put Λ(a?) = (l-t)/0(a;)+t/1(a?) (O^ί^l). Then for each
t e <Ό, 1>, ft is a mapping of D into Em such that /,(#) is a function
of class C2 in (x,ΐ) for 0^t^l, .α?eZ> and
|/f(Λ;)-^)l<dist(α,F(ΰ-ΰ)) for O^t^l.
Hence a£ft(D-D) for O^ί^l. Thus by Theorem 2 we get (*•).
Theorem 5. For each t(0<t<l) let ft be a mapping of ϊ) into E™
such that /*(α?) is continuous for 0<t^l, x£D. Let a(f) be a point of
Em such that a(f) is a continuous function of t for 0 <1 1 <L 1 and
a £ ft(ϊ)-D). Then A [α(t)f D, Λ] is constant for 0
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Proof: Let r be any fixed value of t from 0<t<Ll. Then there
exists a δ = δ(τ)>0 and a mapping F of D into £"" of class C2 such
that
(1) l^(^)-Λ(^)l<dist(α(ί),Λ(D-Z))) for |ί-τj<S,
and
(2) |α(ί)-α(τ)|<dίst(α(τ),F(β-JD)) for |ί-τ|<δ .
Then by the definition of -A [α, A Λ] and (1)
( 3 ) 4 [<£)> D,ft = A [α(t), 0, F] = A [0, A F-α(ί)] .
But by (2) 0 jf F(J9-JD)-α(t) for |t-τ|<δ. Then by Theorem 3 and (3)
/
ί
] is constant for |t— r|<δ. Applying
the BoreΓs covering theorem to the closed interval Q^t<l we obtain
the constancy of A [>(£), D, /,] for 0 ^  t ^  I .
(Received October 25, 1951)
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